
In the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s never been more important for architectural interior designers to fine 
tune their designs for human comfort. After months of lockdown, we are sensitive to our environments. Light, visual 
stimulation, and sound should be managed with intention and care. One of the best ways an interior designer can achieve 
this is with a variety of textured wall finishes.

From cafes and retail spaces to offices and schools, anywhere we gather deserves mindfully placed 
wall textures. Luckily, the architectural design world is keeping up with this demand. There are 
numerous textures, patterns, and products available to help interior designers create the perfect 
environment for their clients. Each popular texture brings slightly different environmental benefits 
to the room. Read on to consider which textures are the best fit for your next interior design project!

The Top Textures in Architectural Wall Design



WOOD TEXTURE 
Wood texture installations bring the natural world indoors. They add 
warmth and a sense of coziness while accentuating the beauty of raw 
material, evoking the ancient presence of trees. Different species of wood 
produce varied shades of brown and can be stained and coated to produce 
just the right finish. .

PATTERN TEXTURE  
Patterned wall installations invite a sense of excitement and movement into 
a space. When the environment calls for an extra pop of visual stimulation 
or impact, patterned wall installations are a great option. Rather than wall 
paper, consider modular or paneled installations for a dynamic wall design 
that can be quickly reconfigured.

SCULPTED TEXTURE  
Sculpted wall installations can lend a sense of elegance to an interior 
space. Depending on the essence of the sculpted texture, they can help a 
space feel classic or modern, edgy or calm. Look for modular or paneled 
sculpted pieces, or large-scale, more permanent options depending on the 
needs of your client.

FELT TEXTURE  
Felt texture wall fixtures are hugely popular in architectural interior design, 
especially those with professional-grade acoustic properties. More and 
more, we need calm, quiet spaces to offset the chaos of the world around 
us, including acoustic privacy whether in your home office or HQ. Well-
managed acoustics make a space far more inviting, and felt textures 
achieve this while softening the appearance of a space.

VISUAL TEXTURE 
Visual textures on wall fixtures can be achieved with a variety of materials, 
including wood and polymers. Makers of wall panels  are beginning to 
innovate and create dynamic new patterns and textures that play with 
light and shadow. If the objective is to capture a person’s attention and 
help them linger in a space, consider wall installations and fixtures with 
visual texture.



Cambio Wall System is a Pacific Northwest-based architectural design 
manufacturer.  We are proud to be at the forefront of innovation with 
textured wall panels. Our patent-pending modular system is easy to install 
and replace thanks to a ground-breaking magnetic rail system. 

Interior designers love Cambio because it lets them mix and match 
textures, colors, materials, and sizes to create one-of-a-kind wall installations 
with  the convenience of working with a single vendor. Contractor’s love 
Cambio because they can install the rail system and let the interior designer 
place the panels after the messiest phases of construction are complete. 
When a panel is damaged or the look of an installation needs to change 
for any reason, Cambio is easy to replace and rearrange. It is a sustainably 
made and circular product. 

Learn more about Cambio by visiting cambio.design, play with our 
Visualizer to design your wall, connect with a rep, or order a sample kit!
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